
SLS South Beach Case Study 
TripAdvisor
How SLS South Beach Hotel Used Grata’s Employee 
Recognition Platform to Dramatically Increase Its 
TripAdvisor Review Volumes, Scores, and Rankings
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The Opportunity
The SLS South Beach is a luxury beachfront Miami hotel with two upscale restaurants, 
an extravagant beach club, and exclusive poolside lounging ... and one of the hottest 
tickets in Miami! 

The SLS was generating a tremendous number of rave employee reviews using Grata. 
The logical next step: leverage that spirit and goodwill to boost their TripAdvisor presence:

• Fix a declining number of TripAdvisor reviews

•  Increase a TripAdvisor score and city ranking that didn’t truly represent SLS’s  
luxury experience

What Did Grata Do?
Grata built an automated post-Grata review process that asked for a quick follow-on 
TripAdvisor review. Grata’s review engine automatically copies a user’s feedback, allows 
for quick editing, and sends the customer directly to SLS’s TripAdvisor review page - 
where they paste it, click a rating and submit – all in under 30 seconds!
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TripAdvisor reviews are one of the top inputs into where a vacationer or business 
traveler decides to stay, dine, or spend a night on the town. In fact, driving even a small 
improvement in average scores or local ranking can have an out-sized impact on a 
company’s bottom line.

TRIPADVISOR IS CRITICAL TO  
HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SUCCESS

Improving a company’s average TripAdvsor rating 
by just 1 point will increase room rates by 11% and 
total revenue by 39%. 

Source: Cornell University and TripAdvisor Hospitality Study
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TripAdvisor Review Scores 
After implementing Grata, the SLS’s average rating jumped to 4.65 - a 38% 
increase over its 3.37 in a similar period pre-Grata. More importantly, it represented 
a 1.28 point increase (out of 5) in SLS’s overall TripAdvisor score! According to the 
Cornell research, that would equate to a 50% increase in revenue if sustained 
over a long period of time. 

Just as important, this lift in sentiment had tremendous staying power. The SLS 
had experienced “sentiment peaks” in the past, but with Grata in place, SLS more 
than doubled the percentage of weeks with an average rating over 4.5 (out of 5). 
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A Critical Finding
Using Grata, the SLS dramatically increased the percentage of TripAdvisor reviews 
mentioning an employee by name. Why is this important?

The Dopamine Effect
Giving praise to others releases the same chemicals (dopamine) inherent in 
pleasure, satisfaction, and motivation. Knowing you’ve given praise that made 
someone happy and even likely improved their lives makes you happier and more 
favorable about your overall experience.

In SLS’s case, this effect was amplified by two key results: 

•  The percentage of TripAdvisor reviews that mentioned an employee by 
name increased from 50% of reviews to 80+%

• The volume of reviews mentioning a name increased 340%!

•  More reviews mentioning names + A greater % of reviews mentioning a 
name + much higher score per review = an Impact Trifecta!

The average TripAdvisor score for a review mentioning 
someone by name was 4.9 (out of 5) - vs. 3.7 for reviews 
without a name!

Net: a positive personal interaction can significantly impact 
how we feel about a company as a whole.



JOIN OUR MISSION TO CHANGE THE 
LIVES OF FRONTLINE WORKERS –  

AND THE RESULTS OF THE COMPANIES 
WHO EMPLOY THEM!

Document the countless positive customer interactions that happen 
every day and harness the power of recognition on both an individual 

and company level. It’s easy to get started…

Team members – Simply download the Grata app and let the 
gratitude start pouring in! 

Businesses – contact us to see how we can  
drive similar impact to your business.

Whether you employ customer-facing employees or are one yourself, 
Grata is an incredibly powerful tool. And it all starts with a simple, but 

powerful question:  

“Who Made Your Day Today?” 

gratapro.com | info@gratapro.com


